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Nuclear Chemistry


Excitation of $6^+, 8^+, 10^+$ and $9^-$ States in $^{122}$Sn by Reactions $(p, t)$ and


**Analytical Chemistry**


**Effect of Chemical State on the Decay Constant of \(^{99}\text{Tc}\).** H. Mazaki, S. (589)


Physical Chemistry


Introduction to Particle Size Measurements. M. Arakawa. Funtai Kogaku


**Inorganic Chemistry**


**Mössbauer Effect of Amorphous Fe-Sb Thin Films.** T. Shigematsu, T.


**Organic Chemistry**


A New General Method for Synthesis of Ketene Dithioacetal. Y. Nagao,


Polymer Chemistry


Membrances Prepared from Keratin-Polyacrylonitrile Graft Copoly-


Experimental Tests of a Few Constitutive Models for Polymer Solutions


Embolization and Superselective Angiography by Means of Balloon
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